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Elvio Accinelli (San Luis, Mexico)
Title: A Classification of infinite dimensional Walrasian economies and the eco-
nomic crisis
Abstract: We consider pure exchange economies whose consumption spaces are Banach Lattices.

Utility functions are strictly concave, Gateaux diőerentiable, and not necessarily separable. Following

the Negishi approach and by using the excess utility function we introduce the set of social equilibria.

We show that there exists a bijective correspondence between this set and the set of Walrasian

equilibria. By transforming the inŕnite dimensional problem of ŕnding Walrasian equilibria into an

equivalent ŕnite dimensional problem of ŕnding social equilibria, we allow ourselves to use techniques

of smooth functional analysis. We show that a suitable large subset of economies are regular and

its equilibrium set is a Banach manifold. Finally, we focus on the complement of this set, i.e. the

set of singular economies, and we analyze its main characteristics, among them those of being the

causes of the economic crises.

Nizar Allouch (Queen Mary London)
Title: "A competitive equilibrium for a warm-glow economy"
Abstract: The warm-glow model (Andreoni (1989, 1990)) of public goods provision has received

widespread interest, yet surprisingly most attention has focused on the voluntary contribution equi-

librium of the model, and only very little attention has been devoted to the competitive equilibrium.

In this paper, we introduce the concept of competitive equilibrium for a warm-glow economy (hence-

forth, warm-glow equilibrium) and establish both existence and welfare properties. The warm-glow

equilibrium concept may prove to be very useful to the normative and positive theory of public

goods provision. First, it is a price-based mechanism achieving efficient outcomes. Second, not

only could the warm-glow equilibria outcomes serve as a point of reference to measure free-riding

and welfare loss but also, as suggested by Andreoni (2006) and Bernheim and Rangel (2007), they

are more likely to be achieved.

Yves Balasko (York)
Title: "On the number of critical equilibria separating two equilibria"
Abstract: It is shown that two arbitrary equilibria in the general equilibrium model without sign

restrictions on endowments can be joined by a continuous equilibrium path that contains at most

two critical equilibria. This property is strengthened by showing that regular equilibria having an

index equal to one, a necessary condition for stability, can be joined by a path containing no critical

equilibrium. These properties follow from the real-algebraic nature of the set of critical equilibria in

any fiber of the equilibrium manifold.
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Jean-Marc Bonnisseau (Paris I)
Title: "Existence of equilibrium in OLG economies with increasing returns"
Abstract: We consider an OLG economy where the consumers have a life span over two successive

periods and standard preferences. The new features is on the production part of the economy with

a finite number of infinitely active producers with the possibility of increasing returns to scale in

production. The production possibilities are defined by recursive set-valued production mappings

and the behavior of the producers is described by loss-free pricing rule. This encompasses the case

of convex producers with a competitive behavior. We prove the existence of equilibrium in private

ownership economies as the limit of equilibrium in finite horizon sub-economies. Then, we study a

very simple numerical example to show the influence of the pricing rule on the long term behavior

of the equilibrium allocation and the welfare.

Anders Borglin (Lund)
Title: Moral hazard and least convex prevention technology.
Abstract: A simple model of moral hazard is studied, where the agent2̆019s decision variable is the

probability q for the "hi" outcome. It is shown that the agent’s objective function is concave for

each Bernoulli function, belonging to a family satisfying standard assumptions, if and only if the

prevention technology, which maps the probability q to effort, is at least as convex as q → q/1−q) .
Under a related condition in case effort, rather than probability is taken as the decision variable, the

objective function may fail to be concave, but is quasi-concave with a unique maximizer. Keywords:

moral hazard, concave.

Giulio Codognato (Udine)
Title: "Noncooperative Oligopoly in Markets with a Continuum of Traders"
Abstract: We show the existence of a pure strategy Cournot-Nash equilib- rium for a model of

noncooperative exchange where large traders, represented as atoms, and small traders, represented

by an atomless part, are allowed to buy and sell all commodities.

Guido Cozzi (Durham) and Silvia Galli (Hull and Durham)
Title: "Privatisation of Knowledge: Did the US Get it Right?"
Abstract: To foster innovation and growth should basic research be publicly or privately funded?

This paper studies the impact of the gradual shift in the U.S. patent system towards the patentability

and commercialization of the basic R&D undertaken by universities. We see this movement as

making universities becoming responsive to "market" forces. Prior to 1980, universities undertook

research using an exogenous stock of researchers that were motivated by "curiosity." After 1980,

universities patent their research and behave as private firms. This move, in a context of two-stage

inventions (basic and applied research) has an a priori ambiguous effect on innovation and welfare.

We build a Schumpeterian model and match it to the data to assess this important turning point.

Christian Ghiglino (Essex)
Title: "The Origin of the Family"
Abstract: This paper presents an overlapping generations model to explain why humans live in fam-

ilies rather than in other pair groupings. Since most non-human species are not familial, something

special must be behind the family. The two necessary features that explain the origin of the family

are given by uncertain paternity and overlapping cohorts of dependent children. With such two
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features built into our model, our analysis indicates that ŕdelity families dominate promiscuous pair

bonding, in the sense that they can achieve greater survivorship and enhanced genetic ŕtness. The

explanation lies in the free riding behavior that characterizes the interactions between competing

fathers in the same blended family. Kin ties could also be related to the emergence of the family.

When we consider a kinship system in which an adult male cares both for his oőspring and close

relatives, we ŕnd that kin ties never emerge as an equilibrium outcome in a promiscuous environment.

In a ŕdelity family environment, instead, kinship can occur in equilibrium and, when it does, it is

eściency enhancing in terms of greater survivorship and ŕtness. The model allows us to provide

an explanation of the observation that virtually all major world religions are centered around the

importance of the family.

Mario Pascoa (Nuova Lisboa)
Title: On the optimal quantity of money when agents are wary
Abstract: In this paper we show that efficient allocations of consumption by infinite lived wary

agents are implemented through gradual but not full reduction in money supply. We consider

saving incentives policies that start by allocating money and then proceed by taxing money holdings

at all subsequent dates. The optimal contraction in money will not consist in a limiting zero money

supply if consumers are wary about worse lifetime outcomes occurring at arbitrarily far away dates.

The efficient taxation policy puts a higher burden on money holdings plans that over save. That is,

comparing with the Arrow-Debreu allocation being implemented, a plan that would lead, at distant

dates, to higher net trades in commodities pays higher taxes.

Emanuela Randon (Bologna)
Title: "A top dog tale with preference rigidities"
Abstract: With preference rigidities we find Pareto optima of an exchange economy, some of

which involve unconsumed endowments. We show that such Pareto Optima can only be attained

as market equilibria if there is a top dog in the initial endowment distribution who is richer than

the other individuals. The most inegalitarian efficient allocation favouring the top dog is globally

stable and is in the core. For endowment distributions with a top dog, the core contains efficient

allocations more equal than the market equilibrium. A voting mechanism or government policy can

also offset the top dogs power.

Neil Rankin (York)
Title: "The Effectiveness of Government Debt for Demand Management: Sensi-
tivity to Monetary Policy Rules"
Abstract: We construct a staggered-price dynamic general equilibrium model with overlapping

generations based on uncertain lifetimes. Price stickiness plus lack of Ricardian Equivalence could

be expected to make an increase in government debt, with associated changes in lumpsum taxation,

effective in raising short-run output. However we find this is very sensitive to the monetary policy

rule. A permanent increase in debt under a basic Taylor Rule does not raise output. To make

debt effective we need either a temporary nominal interest rate peg; or inertia in the rule; or an

exogenous money supply policy; or to make the debt increase temporary.
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Zvi Safra (Exeter)
Title: "Ex post egalitarianism and utilitarianism"
Abstract: We provide an axiomatization of social welfare functions that put emphasis on ex post

utility distributions. This is done in the context of Harsanyi’s impartial observer theorem. For

this family of social welfare functions, we show what additional axiom is necessary and sufficient

for the observer to exhibit aversion to ex post inequality. We also relate this axiomatization to

our axiomatization in a companion paper of generalized utilitarian social welfare functions. Given

certain richness assumptions, the only social welfare functions that belong to both families are the

utilitarian.

Susan Schommer (IMPA Rio-de-Janeiro)
Title: "Monetary policy with endogenous collateral constraints"
Abstract: In this paper we consider a nite horizon model with default and money. In our model,

each asset promises delivery of either one unit of money in the next period or of a real collateral

payo in case of default. Moreover, we include the possibility of purchases of the collateralizable

durable good by the central bank. This is done in order to add an alternative monetary policy,

which could be particularly interesting to implement when the interest rate reaches the zero lower

bound (as has happened in the recent nancial crisis). In order to implement such a policy, we must

additionally include a rental market for the durable good (so the purchases of the central bank do

not prevent the durable good to be used by agents). We examine through numerical examples how

the purchases of the central bank aect the equilibrium allocations of resources, and under which

conditions such a policy can lead to a Pareto-improvement.

Steve Spear (Carnegie-Mellon)
Title: "Endogenous Market Incompleteness without Market Frictions"
Abstract: In this paper, we show that within the set of three-period-lived OLG economies with a

stochastic endowment process, a stochastic dividend process, markets are necessarily sequentially

incomplete, and that agents in the model do not share risk optimally. We start by characterizing

perfect risk sharing and nd that it requires a state- dependent consumption claims which depend

only on the exogenous shock realizations. We show then that the recursive competitive equi- librium

of any overlapping generations economy with weakly more than three generations is not strongly

stationary. By working with simula- tions of the recursive equilibrium, we are then able to look

at agents state-preference marginal rates of substition, and to show numerically that they diďer

between the middle-aged and retired agents, so that risk is not optimally shared. This, in turn,

implies that the young and middle-aged agents in any period can sign a side contract to transfer re-

sources in the following period in a way that shares risk better. Hence, the competitive equilibrium

is not short-run optimal and therefore not Pareto optimal. We complete the paper by looking at

possibilities for dynamically Pareto improving on the competitive equilibrium.

Ross Starr (UCSD)
Title: "The Jevons double coincidence condition and local uniqueness of money:
An example"
Abstract: Jevons’s double coincidence of wants condition is derived as the result of household level

transaction costs in general equilibrium where N commodities are traded at (1/2)N(N-1)commodity-

pairwise trading posts. Each household experiences a set-up cost on entering an additional trading
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post. Budget constraints are enforced at each trading post separately implying demand for a carrier

of value between trading posts, commodity money. General equilibrium consists of prices so that

each trading post clears. Existence and local uniqueness of commodity money in equilibrium can

follow from the scale economy implied by the household set-up cost.

Jacco Thijssen (York)
Title: Beyond Myopia in Infinite Horizon Economies
Abstract: It is well known that in infinite dimensional exchange economies where the commodity

space is represented by the space of bounded sequences and the price space is the space of summable

sequences existence of equilibrium can be guaranteed only if consumers’ preferences are myopic.

This rules out that agents may have long-term considerations in determining their consumption

patterns. This implies that, paradoxically, infinite horizon models may not be useful in analysing truly

long-term situations, like, for example, environmental issues. In this paper we investigate whether

there are ways of moving beyond myopia in different commodity-price dualities. It turns out that by

either suitably restricting the commodity space and by suitably extending the price space non-myopic

preferences such as Rawlsian or long-sighted (presbyopic) preferences can be accommodated. Our

approach is based on defining an appropriate notion of long-run (average) consumption as well as

introducing an associated price functional that prices consumption at individual dates as well as

long-run average consumption. It turns out that existence of equilibrium can not be guaranteed

in economies where myopic and presbyopic agents co-exist, but that Rawlsian preferences are

compatible with both myopic and presbyopic preferences.

Mich Tvede (Newcastle)
Title: "Some Dynamic Properties of Optimal Growth Models with Incomplete
Markets"
Abstract: TBA.

Nicholas Yannelis (Manchester) and Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Title: "A new perspective to rational expectations: maximin rational expectations
equilibrium"
Abstract: We introduce a new notion of rational expectations equilibrium (REE) called maximin

rational expectations equilibrium (MREE), which is based on the maximin expected utility (MEU)

formulation. In particular, agents maximize maximin expected utility conditioned on their own

private information and the information that the equi- librium prices generate. Maximin equilibrium

allocations need not to be measurable with respect to the private information of each individual

and with respect to the information that the equilibrium prices generate, as it is in the case of the

Bayesian REE. We prove that a maximin REE exists universally (and not generically as in Radner

(1979) and Allen (1981)), it is eścient and incentive compatible. These results are false for the

Bayesian REE.
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